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writes God's judgments.' However this may be, it is of impor-
tance that writers appealing to the multitude felt it necessary
to pay lip-service, at least, to edification.
There was a class, however, too poor to buy and too ignorant
to read the kinds of literature hitherto discussed in this chapter.
They were catered for by the ballad-mongers. There were
many types of ballads: the long narratives that were usually
handed down orally or in manuscript; the poems of professional
rhymesters, such as Thomas Deloney, which often gave popular
accounts of historical events; and the verses that expressed the
attitude of the people towards contemporary events* There were,
therefore, ballads to suit all tastes. The child might see the
Two Babes in the Wood pasted up over the fireplace in the nur-
sery;1 the rustic might espy on the wall of an inn2 the story about
a countryman's visit to London and his being overcharged for
everything; the sentimentalists might read of the constancy of
lovers through every kind of trial, and the unexpected good
fortune they eventually enjoyed; a young man would find the
industrious apprentice extolled as a model to all; the payer of ship
money might derive some satisfaction from an account of the
building of the Sovereign of the Seas in 1637; the sailor might find
the hardships of his life sufficiently praised in 'Neptunes
Raging Fury'; the adventurer might be enticed to Virginia, or
a speculator induced to subscribe to a lottery to raise funds for
ca land of rich increase5. There were ballads awaiting the
defeated Wimbledon on his return from Cadi/- in 1625, and
others ridiculed or praised generals in the civil war* The execu-
tions of Strafford and Laud were responsible for some exulting
verses: the one was depicted as wanting *to wear the triple crown
of the pope, the other to be as arbitrary as the sultan'.3
This ephemeral literature often offers the sole evidence of
what the inarticulate masses thought about current events*
John Selden, who formed a collection of ballads which later
passed into Pepys's hands, truly said that 'more solid things
doe not shew the complexion of the times so well as ballads and
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